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Rand McNally and Destination America Team Up to Provide Expanded
Travel Content for Series Favorites
Rand McNally offers new editor-curated road trips for a variety of programs in 2013
Skokie, Ill., March 26, 2013 – Road travel expert Rand McNally will partner with Discovery
Communications’ Destination America television network to provide exclusive content beginning
this month. Utilizing their deep knowledge of America’s small towns and noteworthy attractions
nearby, Rand McNally will create custom road trips and other unique travel features tied to
Destination America’s hit series such as MONSTERS AND MYSTERIES IN AMERICA and BBQ
PITMASTERS.

“As Destination America underscores a connection to unique American travel, working with
Rand McNally to provide additional travel editorial was a natural fit. Combining our
programming and their content will provide a powerful experience for viewers, allowing them to
investigate the areas we showcase with detailed trips, exploring mysteries and creating
memories. And what’s more American than piling into the car with your family to explore all the
great sites this country has to offer,” said Marc Etkind, SVP of Content Strategy for Destination
America.

The first road trip complements Destination America’s MONSTERS AND MYSTERIES IN
AMERICA episode airing Sunday, March 31 at 10pm E/P which features the Pacific Northwest.
The show spotlights accounts of restless souls in Portland’s spooky Shanghai Tunnels, Bigfoot
encounters in the mountain wildernesses of northern California and Washington State, and
sightings of the serpentine Flathead Lake Monster in Polson, Montana. Rand McNally’s road trip
puts travelers in touch with Portland’s past (both above ground and below) and contemporary
culture before taking them west amid Oregon woodlands and wineries. It then heads north along

the coast, where local legends are as ubiquitous as Pacific mists, to Olympic National Park,
where enigmas are wrapped in ancient forests---and vice versa. All along the way, the region’s
mysteries and most authentic travel experiences unfold.

“Rand McNally is in a unique position as an expert in U.S. road travel to be able to provide rich
content that fills a journey with off-the-beaten-path experiences. We look forward to showcasing
several of these new road trips during our celebration of the 90th Edition of our storied Road
Atlas this spring,” said Dave Muscatel, CEO, Rand McNally.

The trips and tips will be made available to the public via e-mails and a link to Rand McNally’s
blog from the Destination America site.
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